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Thorough Disaster Recovery
Validation
Test your disaster recovery before you really need it
If the unthinkable happens, it can sink a
perfectly healthy business. Data backup has
been around a long time, but recent advances
have signiﬁcantly improved the ability to back
up data and oﬀer new, eﬃcient ways to recover.
Without the ability to recover to proper
speciﬁcation, what good is a backup? Data
should also be secured, monitored, and
recovery should be periodically tested.



Evaluate your existing disaster recovery solution
before you’re forced to rely on it



Verify data retention policies meet your business
requirements




Discuss current DR solutions relative to available
technologies
Test and record simulated recovery scenarios

There’s a lot to consider - all businesses are unique - but our expert consultants and engineers will determine the best solution. We work towards
ﬁnding the technology solutions that best suit our clients’ needs to improve security, eﬃciency, integration, and insights. We're not a typical IT
company selling products for short-term, short-sighted ﬁxes. We invest in long-term solutions for a company's growth by taking the time to
learn its products, process, and business goals before bringing tech into the conversation. In this way, we become much like our client’s very own
internal IT department with familiar faces who understand the business and are ready to help. We oﬀer a variety of core competencies to fully
support a company’s IT and technology needs 24/7.



We Make It Easy



All Encompassing

Our assessment will quickly uncover gaps

Ensure data protection across all of your

and opportunity for improvement, no

systems and data storage locations. InsITe

commitment required. We then provide a

will provide long-term disaster recovery

plan and cost estimates for improvements.

solutions based on the whole picture.



Deliverables:

+ Peace of mind
+ Complete documented security
disaster recovery conﬁguration
+ Risk mitigation action plan



Manage It



Share Ownership

InsITe provides managed backup services

We aren't here to keep our processes and

that can protect you end to end on a

tools secret. We work alongside your Team

continual basis. Have speciﬁc recovery

to leverage our best in class toolset and

requirements? We'll come up with a plan!

work as an extension of your Team.

www.trustedinsite.com

+ Complete cost estimate to
address gaps
+ Understanding of today's
available solutions

Process Matters
We’re not your typical IT company,
and we mean it. We provide
long-term IT solutions tailored for
each business.

1.

Evaluate

We speak with you, your management,
and your employees to gain
understanding
We clarify the needs you have now,
which allows us to anticipate needs
you might have in the future

2.

Strategize

Once we have complete understanding
it’s time to work with you to develop a
technology strategy
We design a holistic road-map that
connects and enhances your people,
process, and the tech you use

3.

Integrate

This might be our favorite part. It’s
where the IT solutions become a
reality in your workplace.
From improvements in productivity,
to cloud-based collaborative programs,
we implement the changes

4.

Maximize Results

As we manage your systems and take
on projects with your business, we
keep an eye on future needs too
We can maintain your current systems
at top power or plan out the most
ﬁtting solution for new opportunities



Quick Value Starter

Our process is so easy to get started!
We oﬀer 8, 24, or 48hr Quick Value
Starters (QVS) that can include the
following:
Discovery: where we come to
understand your business needs
Solution: we create a complete, tailored
strategy
Educational Mindset: educating our
clients so they can make great decisions
Transparency: all relative info and data
is shared if desired



InsITe Advantage

We employ our ESIM (Evaluate,
Strategize, Integrate, Maximize
Results) process in every project we take
on. ESIM is the secret ingredient in all we
do, and this mindset makes sure we
understand the problem before we
strategize to ﬁnd the best solution. It is
a structured approach to your needs and
allows us to ﬁnd the very best solutions
for your business, long-term.
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